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INTRODUCTION 
Today more students are entering junior and community 
colleges to begin their initial experience in higher educa-
tion. According to The Chronicle of Higher Education enroll-
ment in two-year institutions in America increased from 
660,527 in 1959 to 3,877,741 in 1975. 1 Students elect to 
attend these colleges for various reasons--accessibility, 
easier transition from high school, economic factors, or for 
transfer curricula which parallel that of the four-year insti-
tution. 
From the sheer numbers alone this trend appears as a very 
positive step. Nonetheless, there are serious questions among 
faculties and administrators in higher education as to the 
quality of the academic performance of junior and community 
college students. One study concerning problems of small colleges 
indicated most two-year colleges maintain an "open-door" policy 
and actively encourage students who are less able to efficiently 
perform in conventional academic terms. 2 
The background for this study may be examined from the 
following vantage points: (1) the community colleges are growing; 
1Jack Magarrell, "Student Total Up Nine Percent," The 
Chronicle of Higher Education, Vol. XI, No. 14. (Washington, D.c.,: 
1973), p. 5. 
2
warren w. Willingham, "The No. 2 Access Problem: 
Transfer to the Upper Division," Educational Resources Informa-
tion Center, ED066140. (Washington, D.C., 1972), pp. 6-9. 
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and (2) there is some evidence that community-junior colleges 
have a larger share of academically less able students •. From 
this setting, it can be assumed that more information, from a 
general point of view, is desired concerning achievement of 
these students who continue their education in a four-year uni-
versity. This information should be valuable to both two-year 
and four-year institutions; specifically, teachers, counselors 
and administration officials should come more aware of the needs, 
capabilities, expected performance and inadequacies in prepara-
tion in higher education of potential transfer students. Another, 
less important, motivating point is the fact that this researcher 
holds an associate degree from a two-year institution and is 
curious as to how colleagues compare with students who have not 
had that type of experience. Finally, this study should not only 
be valuable in accommodating individual students, but it could 
be used as an evaluation instrument for both types of institu-
tions as a check to observe if they are fulfilling responsibilities 
and obligations according to formally stated purposes. 
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Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to compare the academic per-
formance of the May 1977 college graduates who transferred to 
Morehead State University from junior or community colleges in 
Kentucky·with the May 1977 native Kentucky graduates who spent 
all four years consecutively at Morehead. 
Hypothesis 
It is the hypothesis of this study that there is no signi-
ficant difference in academic performance at the time of gradua-
tion of the Kentucky community-junior college transfer students 
when compared with the academic performance of native students 
reqardless of sex or area of the state from which they oriqinated. 
Definition of Terms 
Academic - having to do with liberal or classical rather 
than technical or vocational education. 
Achi•evement - to successfully accomplish, gain, or perform 
a desired result by skill, work and a praiseworthy effort. 
Efficiency towa'rd the degree - the total number of hours 
or credits earned and the total number of semesters enrolled 
to complete deqree requirements. 
Grade-p•oint avera·qe - the average obtained by dividing the 
total number of honor points earned by the total number of 
semester hours of work. Grades are indicated by letters that 
have certain value points, i.e., A= 4, B = 3, C = 2, D = 1 and 
E = 0. 
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Junior status - an accumulation of sixty-four hours of 
credit. 
Morehead State unive·rsi•tv - a four-year public institution 
of higher learning located in Morehead, Kentucky. 
Native students - Kentucky high school students attending 
Morehead State University for their first academic experience 
in higher education, and earning all credit toward a baccalaureate 
degree at this institution. 
Normal deqree· re·quirem:ents - for most curricula at Morehead, 
a minimum of 128 hours of credit is required for a baccalaureate 
degree. 
Permanent academic record -·an 8½ x 14" hard copy of the 
academic record of student performance, listing all academic 
hours registered and paid for and earned at Morehead or, for 
transfer students, the ·official transcript of academic credit, 
courses, or hours from an accredited community or junior college. 
Term - a semester or session of approximately fifteen weeks 
except for summer terms which are shorter in duration. 
Transfer ·students - students transferring to Morehead State 
University in 1975 after spending two years at Kentucky two-
year colleges with at least 64 credit hours for the purpose of 
completing the remainder of the requirements necessary for a 
baccalaureate degree. 
Variables - conditions that are apt to change or vary and 
tend to deviate in some way from the fixed type. 
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Limitations of Study 
There were several limitations to this research study. 
First, not all variables of transfer student academic effi-
ciency can be investigated from an empirical approach. Patterns 
that a student has already obtained in the two-year college will 
be brought with him to the university. Study habits he initially 
learned, personal attitudes and aspirations he developed earlier, 
and experiences and concepts gained in lower division courses 
can be different for a transfer student when compared with a 
native student. There is a possibility these patterns will have 
a negative effect on a more measurable variable such as grade-
point average. 3 Besides the previous experiences, this study 
also does not consider the influence of "transfer shock" from 
which students have to adjust upon entering a larger institution 
in the middle of their college education. 
Second, there is no way for one grading standard to be 
appropriate for both types of institutions. It is quite possible 
for one school to grade higher than the other; consequently, the 
transcript grades will not be comparable in value for both groups 
of students. 
Third, this study cannot be generalized to a great extent 
to cover a large population. Morehead State University has many 
transfer students from a limited area where the cultural mores 
3Marjorie Hensley, "An Analysis of Patterns of Transfer 
Student's Progress in an Urban University," Diss·ertation Abstracts, 
Vol. 32A, Nos. 5-6, 1971, p. 2435. 
are quite similar and would reflect a homogeneous type. of 
environment. 
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Fourth, the limitation that has an impact upon this type 
of research was the reality that no pilot test was made toward 
data collection. No opportunities' or facilities were avail-
able or accessible ·at any other university for the purpose of 
developing a pilot instrument. 
Finally, there were 600 baccalaureate degree graduates at 
Morehead State University in May 1977 and all the 600 permanent 
academic records were ·researched. However, only data from those 
records of students who had attended Kentucky high schools, en-
rolled at MSU August 22·, 1973, .and those records of students 
who had transferred with at least 64 credit hours from Kentucky 
junior and community colleges, enrolled August 18, 1975, were 
used for this applied project. 
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REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
After reviewing and examining at least twenty articles and 
research_ studies concerning differences in academic efficiency 
performances between transfer and native students, the con-
clusion was made that there is a general commonality of research 
findings. Repeatedly, the studies used accumulated grade-point 
averages as the major variable. The studies were made at various 
locations in the United Stated. A summary of a cross-section of 
the material is given chronologically in the following excerpts. 
Beginning with the earliest (in time) research reviewed, at 
the University of Illinois (1970-71) two analogous studies were 
undertaken with the following results: Donald J·. Wermers com-
pared achievements of transfer with native students through CLEP 
General Examinations. He found the differences in group scores 
were "not noticeable. 114 And Ernest F. Anderson, in his research 
of junior college and native student progress, concluded trans-
fer students' progress was "slightly less" in two areas--only 
83 percent of the transfers_ graduated whereas 88 percent of the 
natives graduated, and the transfer grade-point average (GPA) 
was below the native by .41 at the time of graduation. 5 
4Donald J. Wermers, "Achievement by Junior College Trans-
fer, Four-Year College Transfer, and Native Juniors as Measured 
by the CLEP General Examination," EdU:cati•on·a-i Resources Informa-
tion Ceriter, ED075017. (Urbana, Illinois, 1972), p. 21. 
5Ernest F. Anderson, "Comparison of Transfer and Native 
Student Pr.ogress at the Universitv of Illinois at Urbana - Cham-
paign, 1970-71 Academic Year," Educati•onal Resources Information 
Ceriter, ED063927. (Urbana, Illinois, 1972), pp. 1-14. 
8 
Richard Smith of Temple University (1971) collected data 
via a questionnaire and college records as to transfer and native 
academic performance by using grade-point averages, socioeconomic 
status, mobility and ordinal birth position as criteria. He 
discovered that both groups were comparable in all four variables. 
For the GPA the transfers "scored as highly as the natives in 
upper-division study." Later both groups gained in academic 
achievemerit. 6 
Likewise,· Charles· F. Hewitt (1971) found, from his research 
at Western Michigan University, transfer students were equal in 
their ability to achieve academic success by the criterion of 
accumulated GPA at the completion of degree requirements. 7 
Indications concurring with the above were made via a re-
search study conducted at Pennsylvania State University by Earl 
s. Elliott. A random sample of transfer students from twelve 
community colleges shciwed "no significant difference in academic 
scholarship with campus or national norms by the time of gradua-
tion. 118 
6Richard R. Smith, "The Academic Achievement and Social 
Mobility of Community College Transfer and Native Students in a 
Professional Education Program," Diss·ertati•on Abstra·cts, Vol. 
32A, Nos. 3-4, 1971, p. 1887. 
7charles F. Hewitt, "Efficiency Toward Computing Bach-
elor Degree Requirements at western Mighigan University: A Study 
Comparing Two-Year College Transfer Students and Native Students 
Earning Bachelor Degrees in 1970," Edu·cation·a1 Resources· Infor-
mation ce:nter, ED058865. (Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1971), pp. 421. 
8Earl s .· Elliott, "The· Academic Achievement of Trans-
fer Students and College Comprehensive Tests," Journal of College 
Student Personnel, Vol. 13, No. 3, May 1972, pp. 266-269. 
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In the Southern part of the country, Miles L. Eckard at 
North Carolina State University (1971) found at graduation, 
transfer students did not differ significantly from natives 
in GPA, graduating on time, Dean's List appointments and scores 
on the National Teachers Examination. He speculated, "The 
community colleges had prepared the transfer students efficiently 
for comparative academic success. 119 
Ben K. Gold at UCLA (1972) detected transfer students scored 
.21 higher in GPA, with particular excellence in Fine Arts and 
courses requiring verbal rather than quantitative skills, than 
native students. 10 
Also, research in this area was conducted especially at the 
University of Mississippi by Clarence V. Head (1972), 11 at the 
University of North Carolina by Maurice R. Stirewalt ·(1971) , 12 
9Miles L. Eckard, "A Comparative Study of the Academic 
Characteristics and Success Patterns of North Carolina Community 
College Transfer Students at Appalachian State University," 
Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. 33A, Nos. 3-4, 1972, p. 1457. 
lOBen K. Gold, "Academic Performance of L.A.C.C. Trans-
fers to U.C.L.A. Through the Special Services Program 1971-72." 
Educational Resources Information Center, ED067089. Los Angeles, 
California; University of California Research Institute, 1972, 
p. 7. 
11c1arence V. Head, "Academic Achievement in English 
of Junior College Transfer Students and Native Students at the 
University of Mississippi," Dissertation Abstr·acts, Vol. 32A, 
Nos. 7-8, 1972,·p. 3720. 
12Maurice Ray Stirewalt, "Academic Success of North 
Carolina Community College Transfer Students at the University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte," Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. 32A, 
Nos. 5-6, 1971, p. 2380. 
10 
and at the University of Tennessee by Edward McCook (1974). 13 
Collectively, all lend credence to the hypothesis that there 
is no significant difference in academic success and efficiency 
toward the degree when GPA and other criteria were examined 
comparing transfer and native students at the time of graduation. 
Results of the more recent studies also support the con-
clusion of earlier research. Herbert c. Schade (1975) of Crowder 
College (Missouri) analyzed the academic performance of Crowder 
College transfer students at Southwest Missouri State University 
and concluded that "there was not significant difference" between 
Crowder graduates and graduates from other Missouri community 
colleges in terms of academic performance by grade-point averages 
when Crowder graduates were compared with all Southwest Missouri 
State University undergraduates. 14 
Moreover·, Robert Gell and David Armstrong, writing about 
graduates of 1976 from the University of Maryland, report "few 
academic problems resulting from transferring from junior and 
community colleges" and in fact discovered from their follow-
up project that a relatively large number of 1976 graduates who 
13Edward McCook, "Prediction of Academic Success of 
Tennessee Community-Junior College Transfer Students," Disserta-
tion Abstracts, Vol. 34A, Nos. 7-8, 1974, pp. 4791-4792. 
14f 
.Herbert C. Schade, "An Analysis of the Academic 
Performance of Crowder College Transfer Students at Southwest 
Missouri State University," Educational Resources Information 
Center, ED122910. (Neosho, Missouri, 1975), pp. 1-21. 
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had fonnerly been transfer students have returned to the Unl-
versity of Maryland for graduate study. 15 
The outcome ·of a research project (1977) by Howard Miller 
and others, of New Jersey' two-year college graduates attending 
four-year colleges, leads to the ·conclusion that two-year 
colleges appear to be an effective pathway for New Jersey college 
students who pursue ·the baccalaureate degree. Fu:r-thermore, 
insofar as satisfactory transfer student achievement in the upper 
di.vision of the senlor institutions can be viewed as a measure 
of access to post-secondary education, it is now becoming apparent 
that one of the ·major aims of the New· Jersey master plan in 
education (that the community colleges serve as "an open door" 
to higher education in that state) is being well served. 16 
15Robert L. Gell and-David L. Armstrong, 
19 7 6 , " Educ·atiot1aT Re·sbur·c·e·s·: Tn:f·ormati·o·n· center , 
(Rockville, Maryland, 1977), pp. 50-54. 
"The Graduates, 
ED142252. 
16Howard·F. Miller and others, "The Academic Achieve-
ment of Two-Year College Graduates. in New. Jersey Four-Year 
Colleges."· Educational Resources Information Center, ED143397. 
(Trenton, New Jersey, 1977), pp. 10-29. 
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DESIGN FOR STUDY 
The procedure for this study was to make a comparison of 
Kentucky transfer and native student's academic performance in 
obtaining a baccalaureate degree in May, 1977, at Morehead 
State University (MSU). The following variables were used for 
the basis of comparison: 
1. Total number of credit hours earned at graduation 
for the entire population and by sex and qrea 
from which the student came. 
2. Accumulated grade-point average at the time of 
graduation for the entire population and by 
sex and area from which the student came. 
Kentucky students excluded from this study were those.persons 
who transferred to MSU from other four-year colleges or uni-
versities; those who began their education at MSU, transferred 
to other institutions but later returned to MSU; those who be-
gan their studies earlier than 1973; and those who dropped out 
for more than one semester. 
Morehead State University Permanent Academic Record Cards 
of all Kentucky students completing degree requirements (with 
the above exceptions) in May of 1977 were examined. In addition, 
for transfer- students, the official transcripts from junior and 
community colleges from which students transferred were likewise 
examined. These records were inspected, with official permission 
and with each name obscured, in the Registrar's Office at More-
head State University. 
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The data collected for each student include.d the followin9: 
1. The date of erirol'lmerit for academic wo:r::k a.t MSU--
the month and year, 
2. the total numbei of semesters enrolle.d. For 
transfers this includes quarters if used by 
institutions f:r::om which they transferred, 
3. the region from which the student attended 
high scho'ol or junior or community college, 
4. the total number of semester hours, 
5. the 'final accumulate.a grade-point average at 
time of graduation, and 
6. the sex of the· student. 
Utilizing a special computer program to handle codes of the 
necessary digits, a· t test was p:r::epared to compare the arithmetic 
means of transfer and native students for the measurable variables 
4, 5, 6 listed above.· For the variables 3, 4, 5, 6 an analysis 
of variance was used.' Table 1 illustrates the findings from 
the t test. This program, called the SPSS-Statistical Package 
fo:r:: Social Science, was computed at the University of Kentucky 
but prepared and completed with the help of the staff at More-
head State University Computing Center. 
Accumulated 
G.P.A. * 
Total Degree 
Sem. Hours 
Male Accumu-
lated G.P.A. 
Female Accumu-
lated G.P.A. 
Male Total 
Degree Hours 
Female Total 
Degree Hours 
Size of 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF ARITHMETIC MEANS OF SIX VARIABLES 
TRANSFER STUDENTS VS. NATIVE STUDENTS 
Standard Degrees of 
Population Mean Deviation Freedom 
Trans- Native Total Trans- Native Total Trans- Native Trans. & Native 
fer fer fer 
30 175 205 3.21 3.12 3.134 0.53 0.42 35 .. 6 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
--
30 175 205 137.27 131. 58 132.41 9.75 4.46 31.1 
-- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- --
14 73 87 3.38 3.08 3.1304 0.58 0.43 15.8 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
16 102 118 3.07 3.15 3.1371 0.46 0.42 19.2 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
--
14 73 87 133.14 131.38 131.67 5.65 4.12 15.7 
--
--
-- -- -- -- -- --
16 102 118 140.88 131. 72 132.96 11.24 4.71 15.8 
-- -- -- -- --
--
t-value** 
Transfer 2-Tail 
Native Prob. 
.92 0.362 
-- --
5.20 0.000 
-- --
3.21 0.091 
-- --
.60 0.554 
-- --
1.11 0.284 
-- --
5.70 0.000 
-- --
*A grade-point average at Morehead State University is obtained by dividing the total number of honor points earned 
by the total number of semester hours of work. Grades are indicated by letters, to each of which is assigned a 
certain value in honor points, i.e. A=4, B=3., C=2, D=l, E=O. 
~*t-value significant at the .05 level. 
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RESULTS OF STUDY 
The null hypothesis was stated as: the means of the sample 
populations are equal (HO: u1 = u2). 
The alternative hypothesis was stated as: the means of the 
sample populations are unequal (H1 : u1 = u2). 
I. Results of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
The procedure for this study was to consider all variables 
at the same time (as contrasted with the t-test which analyzed 
the populations separately, each according to grade-point average 
(GPA) and credit hours (CRTHRS) excluding the regions) with 
region being the major factor. 
The beginning of the results of this study can be seen under 
"Main Effects" (task #7, p. 24 in Appendix) where region is seen 
with an F significance (an error rate that is five (.050) errors 
out of 100 cases) of 0.244 which is higher than 0.050, the accept-
able rate of errors. Next is sex/status (VAR 1) at 0.175, again 
high. Therefore., when comparing GPA of all regions it is found 
that region is not a significant factor on the students' grade 
accomplishment. VAR l's significance of F shows that GPA is 
not a function of the groupings sex/status. 
This is similar to the t-test in the sense that for GPA the 
null hypothesis was not rejected, and there was no significant 
difference between transfer and native students regardless to 
sex or region (for regions, refer to pages 43, 44, and 45 in 
Appendix). 
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For CRTHRS (.task #7, p. 25 in Appendix) a different situa-
tion was seen. Again, .region under "Main Effect:," has a high 
error rate (0.212 is higher than 0.050), but VAR 1 has an F 
significance of .ODO. This would indicate that one, some, or 
all averages of CRTHRS taken by the four sex/status groups (male 
and female transfers, male ·and female natives) are not equal. 
This effect will show up later in the t-tests where it is illus-
trated that the transfer females take ·more hours to graduate. 
Again, under the ·two-way interaction of CRTHRS, when region 
and VAR 1 are tes·ted together, the significant of F level goes 
up C. 507) . Insofar as this is concerned the null hypothesis ~ 
not reJected because overall the· number of CRTHRS is not signi-
ficant. 
It should be ·pointed out at this time that there was a 
limitation to the ·region factor of the study but not for the 
whole study. Not all regions were fully represented, that is 
some regions did not have a full representation of the four sex/ 
status. groups (task #6, p. 20 in Appendix). Some illustrations 
as to ways to overcome this limitation and suggestions for 
further study will be. seeri in "Conclusions and Recommendations" 
of this paper. Nevertheless the data availabe were sufficient 
to indicate the ·above gener·alization. 
II. Results of the T-Test 
For Tota'! Population (Tables for each sample in Appendix separately) 
Applying the t ·statestic test to the ·sample means (native 
students are group l; transfer students are group 2), using the 
variables·GPA (grade-point average at graduation) and CRTHRS 
17 
(number of credit hours taken to achieve requirements for gradua-
tion), it was found for the total population (male and female, 
transfer and native) that the null hypothesis could not be~-
jected based on GPA. Transfer students performed as well as 
native students. Specifically, because statistics are based on 
probability, it can be stated that according to the results of 
the test the probability of transfer students having any equal 
GPA to that of native students is two out of every three times. 
In fact, comparing mean GPA's it was noticed that the transfer 
students performed slightly better by the time of graduation 
than did native students; however, there was not a significant 
difference. 
For the CRTHRS variable, the null hypothesis~ rejected. 
Transfer students take on the average of six more credit hours 
individually to achieve requirements for graduation. Specifi-
cally, there is the probability that only four out of every 1,000 
transfer students would take the same amount of credit hours as 
the native students; 996 would take more courses. 
task #8, p. 27 in Appendix) 
For Male ·and Female Total Population 
(Refer to 
On comparing male and females the null hypothesis was not 
rejected as there is no significant difference between them.· in 
GPA (3.1304 for male and 3.1371 for female). Similarly the CRTHRS 
are also about equal; therefore, the null hypothesis was not 
rejected for this variable (131.6 male and 132.9 female). Females 
on the aver~ge had a slight advantage (.006) in GPA over their 
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male counterparts though :their total CRTHRS .aver<1-ge i_s 1. 3 
hours higher than the males. (.Task #9, p. 29 in Appendix) 
For Male Population 
Comparing the means of the GPA and CRTHRS for the male sub-
samples, it was found that the null hypothesis• ·could be rejected 
for GPA as the ·probability is les·s than the total population 
sample. But comparing the sub..:sample means and the t-value 
(.variables are either equal or not equal rather than higher or 
lower) it was :f;ound that the ·difference is that the male transfer 
students have ·a highe·r GPA than the ·native students. 
For the variable CRTHRS, the ·result is opposite of the above 
because ·the difference is less than three credit hours. There-
fore, the null hypothesis• c·ou·ld ·not be rejected as the male 
transfer students in the ·sample ·took only two more-credit hours 
to achieve_ graduation. (Task #10, p. 31 in Appendix) 
For Female Population 
Comparing GPA on the transfer and the native females, the 
null hypothesis• could not be rejected as the probability is not 
si_gnificantly different. From the sample means, the transfer 
females· have a lower GPA than the native females by . 07. 
The null hypothesis for CRTHRS could be rejected, however, 
as the di_fference of the means is significant. The transfer 
females on the avei~ge ·take nine or more semester hours to 
complete their graduation reg'uirenients. (Task #11, p. 33 in 
Appendix) 
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For Native Male and Native Female Population 
With these comparisons the null hypothesis based on either 
GPA or CRTHRS could not be· rejected. The females on the average 
had a higher GPA by .06 and more CRTHRS by .3321. This is not 
significant however. (Task #12, p. 35 in Appendix) 
For Transfer Male and Transfer Female Population 
When comparing male and female transfer students the GPA 
produced the greatest difference; the males had a .302 higher 
GPA than the females. The t-test approaches a significant level 
here; nonetheless, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 
Using CRTHRS as the comparison variable the null hypothesis 
was rejected as the difference in the means is 7.7321 CRTHRS. 
(Task #13, p. 37 in Appendix) 
For Native Female and Transfer Male Population 
On both comparison variables, GPA and CRTHRS, the null hypoth-
esis could not be rejected. The males here perform better than 
the females on GPA to the point of almost being significant. The 
transfer males have the highest GPA of all the groups studied. 
(Task #14, p. 39 in Appendix) 
For Native Male and Transfer Femal·e Population 
When comparing the GPA variable for these two groups, the 
null hypothesis could not be rejected as the GPA difference is 
only .01. When comparing the CRTHRS, the null hypothesis was 
rejected as the transfer females on the average take over nine 
more credit hours to achieve graduation. (Task #15, p. 41 in 
Appendix) 
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For Male Population 
Comparing the means of the GPA and CRTHRS for the male sub-
samples, it was found that the null hypothesis for GPA ·could not 
be rejected as there ·is no real significant difference between 
them in GPA (3.1304 for male ·and 3.1371 for female). Similarly 
the CRTHRS are also equal; therefore,- the null hypothesis for 
this variable (131.6 male and 132.9 female) cou·1d n:ot be rejected. 
Females on the average had a slight advantage (.006) in GPA over 
their male counterparts though their total CRTHRS average is 1.3 
hours hi.gher than the males, 
For Native MaTe· •a:n-a Native FerriaTe PopuTati·on 
With these comparisons the null hypothesis ·could not be 
reje•cted based on either GPA or CRTHRS. The "females on the 
average had a higher GPA by • 06 and more CRTHRS by • 3321. This 
is not significant however. 
For Native· FemaTe ·an-a Tran·s'fer' Ma·1·e· Po·pulati•on 
On both comparison variables, GPA and CRTHRS, the null 
hypothesis ·could n:ot be ·r·eJe·cted. The males perform better than 
the females on GPA to the point of almost being significant. 
The transfer males· have the highest GPA of all the groups being 
studied. 
For Native Male ·a·nd Transfe·r Female· PopuTa:tion 
When comparing the "GPA variable for these two groups, the 
null hypothesis ·cou-1d· n:ot be -re'j"ected as the GPA difference is 
only .01. When comparing the CRTHRS, the null hypothesis was 
rejected as the transfer females on the average take over nine 
more credit hours to achieve graduation. 
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For Transfer Male and Transfe·r Female Population 
Using GPA as the test variable the greatest differences 
are found. The males had a .302 higher GPA, the t-test approaches 
a significant level, but the null hypothesis cou·1a not be· rejected. 
Using CRTHRS as the comparison variable, the null hypothesis 
was rej.ected as the difference in the means is 7. 7321 CRTHRS. 
In order to summarize and to be more specific the following 
is presented regarding analysis of the t-test. In comparing the 
GPA and CRTHRS of the native (group 1) versus the transfers 
(group 2) (Tasks 8-15, pp. 26-40 in Appendix), first considered 
is the number of cases and means. The native population was 175 
with a mean GPA of 3.1205 and the transfer population was 30 
with a mean GPA of 3.2147. Secondly, there is the F-value 
that tells how evenly distributed the cases are and the signi-
ficance (2-tail prob). For GPA, the F = 1.57, significance 
level= 0.81. The t-value and significance under the Separate 
Variance Estimate is T = -0.92 and significance= .362. 
In summary the null hypothesis (HO) was not rejected in 
that there is no significant difference between GPA based on 
sex and status. For CRTHRS based on sex and status combined, 
the null hypothesis was rejected three times and accepted three 
times (plus two rejects, one based on just sex and the other 
only on status) and all the rejections stem from t-tests in-
volving transfer females. Even though this variable is not 
specific as GPA, the reason is explained easily enough by 
looking at the mean CRTHRS for transfer females. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
After studying the analysis of the data, it appears that 
the hypothesis was not rejected for each variable. For the 
entire population, the students, both transfer and native, 
regardless of sex or region of the state from which they came, 
were not significantly different in their academic performance 
by the time of graduation when using the GPA as the major 
variable to test efficiency toward the degree. The ordinal 
ranking of the four sub-groups is illustrated as follows: 
For GPA 1st highest= Transfer Males 
2nd highest= Native Males 
3rd highest= Native Females 
4th highest= Transfer Females 
Although the transfer males performed at a higher GPA level 
than did native"males, there was not a significant difference. 
Likewise, there was no:significant difference between male and 
female academic performance or between native or transfer females. 
Testing the CRTHRS variable, it was found that transfer 
students take more courses in order to graduate; consequently, 
the null hypothesis~ rejected. The male transfer student on 
the average had to carry two more credit hours; whereas, the 
female transfer student had to carry nine more credit hours in 
order to graduate. It can be argued, nevertheless, that in spite 
of the extra hours transfers needed to take, their academic per-
formance was not generally impaired in light of grades earned. 
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Considering the results of this project, the following have 
significance to this institution. The fact that all transfers 
take more credit hours needs to be considered. Also the fact 
that transfer males earn the highest GPA needs consideration. 
Moreover, the fact that transfer females take more hours yet 
make the lowest GPA's should also be deliberated. 
It can be speculated that insofar as transferable credit 
hours are concerned there is some discrepancy in that all courses 
transferred are applicable to planned programs of study. An 
alternative suggestion is that transfer students vacillate in 
program choice after arriving at the four-year institution there-
by choosing· courses indiscriminately the first semester or two. 
If this is a possibility, it therefore intimates that student. 
advising is not quite as efficient either at the two-year or 
four-year level as it ideally could be. 
That transfer males earn the highest GPA can be viewed 
from several perspectives. They are probably more mature, i.e., 
married, veterans, more job oriented, thus more serious about 
their academic efforts. It is known, of course, that there 
are possibly myriad other reasons for this result. A concerted_ 
study regarding male transfer student's study habits would be 
advised as a future research project. 
On the other end of the spectrum are the transfer females. 
Certainly more research is recommended in this area. It can be 
surmised from this point of view, nonetheless, that they also 
may be older, more mature students but no less serious than the 
transfer males; rather they are seen as having more home and 
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family responsibilities keeping them from careful studying and 
planning. 
Another more specific recommendation for future res.earch 
which may result from this study concerns the selection of 
regions. It is suggested that for similar research projects one 
could regroup regions such as north/east/south/west Kentucky 
and rerun ANOVA process; or re-research data and establish the 
region as locations of high schools for both the natives and 
transfers; or add high school regions to transfers data; or 
choose a sample that would add more transfers and exclude 
certain natives; or, to make a more exacting study, a program, 
school, or lllaj.or could be added as a variable and analyzed 
along with other more precise data. 
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APPENDIX 
STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR THE SOCIAL.SCIENCES 
SPSS FOR 0Sf360, VERSION H, RELEASE 7. 2 
DEFAULT SPACE 
WORk:SPACE 
TRANSPACE 
ALLOCATION. 
70000 BYTES 
10000 BYTES 
ALLOWS FOR. 
BJH 
DECEMBER 5, 1977 
100 
400 
1600 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
RECODE VALUES+ LAO VARIABLES 
IF/COMPUTE OPERATIONS 
07/20/78 
FILE NAME 
RUN NAME 
DATA LIST 
BETTY JO HICKSr GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
FIXED/1 SEX 1 REGION 3-4 GPA 5-7 (2) CRTHRS 9-11 STATIS 13 
PAGE 
THE [)ATA LIST PROVIDES FOR 5 VARIABLES ANO 1 RECORDS ( rcARDs··) PER CASE. A MAXIMUM OF 13 COLUMNS ARE USED ON A RECORD. 
LIST OF THE CONSTRUCTED FORMAT STATEMENT_ .. 
(Fl. 0, 1X, F2. 0, F3. 2, lX, F3. 0, 1X, FL 0) 
INPUT MEDIUM 
N OF CASES 
MISSING VALUES 
VAR LABELS 
VALUE LA~LS 
PRINT FORMATS 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
VALUE LABELS 
-TASK NAME 
FREQUENCIES 
OPTIONS 
STATISTICS 
CARD 
205 
ALL<O) 
CRTHRS;TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION/ 
GPA, GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION/ 
SEX(l)MALES (2)FEMALES/STATIS (1)4 YEAR NATIVE GRADUATE 
C2>TRANSFER 2 YEAR GRADUATE/ 
REGION(l)PURCHASE (2}PENNYRILE 
(3)0REEN RIVER (4)BARREN RIVER (5)L!NCOLN TRAIL (6}KIPDA 
( 7) LAKE CUMBERLAND ( 8) BLUEGRASS { 9) NORTHERN ~<ENTIJCKY 
<10)CUMBERLAND VALLEY (11>KENTUCKY RIVER (12>GATEWAY 
(13)BUFFALO TRACE <14)BIO SANDY (15)F!VCO (16)H. S EQUIV. 
GPA (2) 
(SEX EQ 1 AND STAT IS EQ l ). VAR1=1 
<SEX EQ 2 AND STATIS EQ 1) VAR1=2 
<SEX EQ 1 AND STATIS EQ 2) VAR1=3 
(SEX EQ 2 AND STATIS EQ 2) VAR1=4 
VAR1 (!)NATIVE MALES (2)NATIVE FEMALE (3)MALE TRANSFERS 
C4)FEMALE TRANSFERS 
FREQUENCIES ANO HISTOGRAM FOR STATIS GROUPING 
GENERAL=STATIS 
8 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5. b, 9, 10, 11 
-!-
1:. I VEN WORt(SPACE ALLOWS FOR 7000 TOTAL VALUES AND 700 LABELED VALUES PER VARIABLE FOR ·'FFi·EQUENCIES' 
READ INPUT DATA 
BETTY JO HICKS' 
FRf::QUENC.IES AND 
FILE 8,JH 
CATEGORY LAE:EL 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
HISTOGRAM FOR STATIS GROUPING 
!CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTE FREQ 
CODE FREQ (PCT) 
4 YEAR NATIVE GRADUA 1. 175 85. 4 
TRANSFER 2 YEAR GRAD 2. 30 14. 6 
TOTAL 205 100. O 
-1-
ADJUSTED CUM 
FREQ FREQ 
<PCT) (PCT) 
85 4 85. 4 
14. 6 100. 0 
100. 0 
07/20/78 F'AGE 2 
w 
a 
BETTY JO HICl<S,. 
FREQUENCIES AND 
FILE BJH 
STATIS 
CODE 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
HISTOGRAM FOR STATIS GROUPING 
(CREATION DATF = 07/20/78) 
RESEARCH 
-1-
1. -ll--11",ll:-ll--lJ-ll--ll-:ll--11--ll-4-lt-11--11-**********-R*-R****************** 175 > 
I 4 YEAR NATIVE GRADUA 
I 
I 
2. **•****** C 30) 
TRANSFER 2 YEAR GRAD 
I . 1 . I. I l 
0 40 80 120 160 200 
FREQUENCY 
f1Eht..: 1. 146 STD ERR 0. 025 MEDIAN 1. 086 
MODE 1. 000 STD DEV 0. 354 VARIANCE 0. 126 
RANGE 1. 000 MINIMUl'I 1. 000 MAXIMUM 2. 000 
VA1_ID CASES 205 MISSING CASES 0 
07/20/78 PAGE 3 
w 
f-" 
BETTY .JO HICKS,.. GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
FREQUENCIES AND HISTOGRAM FOR STATIS GROUPtNG 
l h.HNSPACE REQUIRE ti. 400 BYTES 
4 TRANSFORMATlGNS 
0 RECODE VALUES+ LAG VARIABLES 
3b IF/COMPUTE OPERATIONS 
CF'U TI ME REOU I RED. 0. 24 SECONDS 
-1-
TASV NAME 
FREQUENCIES 
OPTION.S 
STATISTICS 
FREQUENCIES AND HISTOGFl'AM FOR SEX GROUPING 
GENERAL=SEX 
8 
1,2,3,4,5,6,9, 10. 11 
07/20178 FAGE 
-2-
GIVEt.J WORl:SPHCE ALLOWS FOR 7000 TOTAL VAL!.UES AND 700 LABELED VALUES PER VARIABLE FOR -FREOUENCIES 
4 
w 
t,.> 
BETTY JO HICKS~ 
FREQUENCIES AND 
FILE BJH 
SEX 
CATEGORY LABEL 
MALES 
FEMALES 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
HISTOURAH FOR SEX GROUPING 
(CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTE FREQ 
CODE FREQ (PCT> 
1. 87 42. 4 
2. 118 57. 6 
TOTAL 205 100. 0 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT> 
42. 4 
57. 6 
100. 0 
-2-
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
42. 4 
100. 0 
07 / 2.C•/78 PAGE 5 
w 
w 
BEHY .JO HICKS·· 
FRE('.!UENCIES AND 
FILE B,JH 
SEX 
CODE 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
HISTOGRAM FOR SEX GROUPING 
(CREATION DATE = 07./20/78) 
1. ****il-*****"'******il-***•* 87) 
MALES 
RESEARCH 
2. *il-·1Ht**4********************<1f*** 11$) 
l'lEAN 
MODE 
i;i:.NOE 
I FEMALES 
I 
I. I ... 
0 40 
FREQUENCY 
1. 576 
2. 000 
1. 000 
VALID CASES 205 
L 
80 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
MINIMUM 
MISSING CASES 
I. 
120 
o. 035 
0.495 
1. 000 
0 
I 
160 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
MAXIMUM 
2.00 
-2:-
1. Kll 
0. 245 
2. 000 
07/20/7$ PAGE b 
w 
... 
BElTY JO HICKS,. GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
FREQUENCIES ANO HISTOGRAM FOR SEX GROUPING -2-
CPU T I ME REDU I RED. (':08 SECONDS 
TASI~ NAM 
FREQUENCIES 
OPTIONS 
STATISTICS 
FREQUENCIES AND HISTOGRAM FOR REGION GROUPING 
GENERAL=REGION 
8 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 
07/20/78 PAGE 
-3-
GIVEN WORKSPACE ALLOWS FOR 7000 TOTAL VALUES AND 700 LABELED VALUES PER VARIABLE FOR •'FREt)UENCIES" 
7 
w 
U1 
BETTY .JO HICKS,. 
FREG•UENC I ES AND 
FILE B.JH 
REGION 
CATEC,ORY LABEL 
F'Uf<CHA$E 
F'ENNYRILE 
BARREN RIVER 
LINCOLN TRAIL 
KJF'DA 
LHi~C: CUMBERLAND 
BLUEGRASS 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
HISTOGRAM FOR REGION GROUPING 
(CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTE FREQ 
CODE FREQ (PCT) 
1. 0. 5 
2. o. 5 
4. 2 1.0 
s. 4 2. 0 
6. 20 9. 8 
7. 5 :::. 4 
8. 19 9. 3 
NORTHERN V.ENTUCKV 9. 8 3. 9 
Cl!Ml::ERLAND VALLEY 10. 4 2. 0 
KENTuc;:y RIVER 11. 17 8. 3 
GATEWAY 12. 32 15. 6 
BUFFALO TRACE 13. 22 10. 7 
BIG SANDY 14. 20 · 9. 8 
FIVCG 15. 47 22.. 9 
H. ·s. EOLIIV. lb. 2 I. 0 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
CPCT> 
0. 5 
0. 5 
0 
2. 0 
9. 8 
2. 5 
9. 3 
3. 9 
2. 0 
8 3 
15. 7 
10. 8 
9. 8 
23. 0 
1. 0 
0. 0. 5 MISSING 
TOTAL 205 100, 0 100. 0 
-3-
CUM 
FREQ 
CPCT> 
0. 5 
1.0 
2. 0 
3. 9 
13. 7 
16. 2 
25. 5 
29. 4 
31. 4 
39. 7 
55. 4 
66. 2 
76. 0 
95'. c) 
100. 0 
100. 0 
07/20/78 PAGE 8 
w 
a, 
[::ETTY JO HICKS~ 
Fh'EQUENCIES AND 
FILE BJH 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
HISTOGRAM FOR REGION GROUPING 
(CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
CODE 
1. •• ( I) 
I PURCHASE 
I 
I 
2. •• ( I) 
I PENNYRILE 
I 
I 
4. ••• ( 2) 
BARREN RIVER 
0 
"· ***** 
( 4) 
LINCOLN TRAIi:-
6. ********************* 20) 
I KIPDA 
I 
I 
7. ***ii-** ( 5) 
LAKE CUMBERLAND 
8, ¼O****************** ( • ,19) 
I BLUEGRASS 
I 
I 
9. ***"'";$,**** ( 8) 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
10 ***** C 4) 
CUMBERLAND VALLEY 
11. ****iHHHt'»******•** 17) 
KENTUCKY RIVER 
RESEARCH 
12. •**********• .. ****'*""************** 32) GATEWAY 
(17/20/78 PAGE 
-3-
9 
w 
-.J 
BETTY ,JO HICKS~ 
FRE•WENC. I ES AND 
f."ll.E BJH 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
HIST01JRAM FOR REGION GROUPING 
<CREATION DATE~ 07/20/78) 
1 ::.. **************-II-******** 
BUFFALO TRACE 
J4. *"*************W***** 
I BIG SANDY 
I 
I 
22) 
20) 
RESEARCH 
-3-
15. **"************iht*********'ll-1Ht*-1t*************-ll*il--1t 47) 
F!VCO 
IC, ,i-.,.* ( Zl 
H. S. EQUIV. 
0. ** 1) 
\MISS:.INC,> I 
I 
L I ......... 1. ........ 1. ... . 
0 10 20 30 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
RAl-1(,E 
W!LID CASES 
11. 392 
15. 000 
15. 000 
204 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
MINIMUM 
MISSING CASES 
0. 235 
3. 352 
1. 000 
.. I. 
40 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
MAXIMUM 
I 
so 
12. 156 
11. 235 
16. 000 
07/2!)178 PAGE 10 
w 
0:, 
l;;ElTY ,JIJ HIC~(s•· GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
FRE:.G!UENCIES AND HISTOGRAM FOR REGION GROUPING 
CPU 1 l ME REQUIRED. 0 14 SECONDS 
TASK NAME 
CROSSTABS 
CROSSTABULATIONS OF REGION BY STATIS GROUPING 
TABLES=REGION BY STATIS 
(17120178 
-11-90;1- GIVEN WORt!SPACE ALLOWS FOR 4374 CELLS AND 2 DIMENSIONS FOR CROSSTAB PROBLEM -1Ht,a-,H 
F'AGE 
-·4-
11 
w 
I.D 
E:ETTY JO HICKS' GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE REf;EARCH 
CROSSTABULATIONS OF REC,ION BY $TATIS GROUPING 
FILE BJH {CREATION DATE= 07/20/78} 
REC,ror-1 
STATIS 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT 14 YEAR N TRANSFER 
COL PCT IATIVE GR 2 YEAR 
TOT PCT I l. I 2 I 
RE(,ION 
--------1--------1--------1 
l. I l I 0 I 
PURCHASE I 100 0 I o. 0 I 
I 0 6 I 0. 0 I 
I 0. 5 I o. 0 I 
-1--------1 I 
2. I I I 0 I 
FENNYRILE I 100.0 I 0. 0 I 
I 0. 6 I o.o I 
I 0. 5 I 0. 0 I 
-I I I 
4. I 2 I 0 I 
BARREN RIVER I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 
I 1. l I 0. 0 I 
I l. 0 I 0. 0 I 
-1--------1--------I 
5. I 4 I 0 I 
LINCOLN TRAIL I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 
I 2. 3 I o. 0 I 
I 2. 0 I 0. 0 I 
-I--------1 I 
6 I 20 I 0 I 
•,.iPDA I 100. 0 I o. 0 I 
I 1 L 5 I 0. 0 I 
I 9. 8 I 0. 0 I 
-I- I--------1 
7. 3 I 2 I 
LAt-:"E CUMBERLAND bO.O I 40. 0 I 
l. 7 I b. 7 I 
I 1.5 I 1.0 I 
-I--------I I 
8. I 19 I 0 I 
BLUEGRASS I 100. 0 I 0, 0 I 
I 10, 9 I 0. 0 I 
I 9. 8 I o. 0 I 
-1--------1--------1 
COLUMN 174 30 
TOTAL ss 3 14. 7 
(CONTINUED) 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F 
BY STATIS 
ROW 
TOTAL 
l 
0. 5 
o. 5 
2 
1.0 
4 
2. 0 
20 
9. 8 
5 
2. 5 
19 
9. 3 
204 
100. 0 
07/20/7~: PAGE 12 
BETTY JO HICKS~ GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RE'E,EARCH 
CRO':,SH,.BULATIONS OF REGION BY STATIS GROUPING 
FILE E:.JH <CREATION DATE ""' 07/20/78) 
-4-
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F 
BY STATIS 
REGION 
STATIS 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT 14 YEAR N TRANSFER ROW 
COL PCT IATIVE GR 2 YEAR TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1. I 2. I 
f~EC,l(IN --------1--------l I 
9. I s I 0 I 8 
NORTHERN LENTUCt.:: I 100. 0 I o. 0 I 3. 9 
I 4. 6 I 0. 0 I 
I 3. 9 I 0. 0 I 
-I I I 
10. I 4 I 0 I 4 
CUMBERLAND VALLE I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 2. 0 
I 2. 3 I 0. 0 I 
I 2. 0 I 0. 0 I 
-I--------1 I 
11. I 12 I 5 I 17 
KEt,ITUCKY RIVER I 70. 6 I 29. 4 I 8. 3 
I 6. 9 I 16. 7 I 
I 5. 9 I 2. 5 I 
-I -I I 
12. I 32 I 0 I 32 
C,M TEWAY I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 15. 7 
I 18. 4 I 0.0 I 
I 15. 7 I 0. 0 I 
-I--------1 I 
13. I 16 I 6 I 22 
BUFFALO TRACE I 72. 7 I 27. 3 I 10. 8 
I 9. 2 I 20. 0 I 
I 7. 8 I 2. 9 I 
-I I I 
14. I 16 I 4 I 20 
BIG SANPY I 80. 0 I 20. 0 I 9. 8 
I 9. 2 I 13. 3 I 
I 7. 8 I 2. 0 I 
-1--------1--------1 
15. I 34 I 13 ·I 47 
FIVC.O I 72. 3 I 27 7 I 23. 0 
I 19. 5 I 43. 3 I 
I 16. 7 I 6. 4 I 
-I--------1--------I 
COLUMN 174 30 204 
TOTAL 85 3 14. 7 100. 0 
((Gf-HINUEDJ 
07/20/78 PAGE 13 
... 
I-' 
BETTY JO HICKS~ GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
CROSSTABULATIONS OF REGION BY STATIS GROUPING 
FILE BJH (CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
-4-
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * REGION 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F 
BY STATIS 
STATIS 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT 14 YEARN TRANSFER ROW 
COL PCT IATIVE GR 2 YEAR TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1. I 2. I 
REGION --------I I I 
16. I 2 I 0 I 2 
H. S. EQUIV. I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 1.0 
I 1. 1 I o. 0 I 
I 1. r, I o. 0 I 
-I I I 
COLUMN 174 30 204 
TOTAL 85. 3 14. 7 100. 0 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 
07/20/78 FAGE 14 
..,. 
N 
!::ETTY JO HICKS~ GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
CROSSTABULATIONS OF REGION BY STATIS GROUPING -4-
C.F"ll TIME REOUIRED .. 0. 16 SECONDS 
TASK NAME 
CROSS TABS 
CROSSTABULATION OF REGION BY $EX GROUPING 
TABLES=REGION BY SEX 
07/20/78 
***** 13!VEN WORKSPACE ALLOWS FOR 4374 CELLS AND 2 DIMENSIONS FOR CROSSTAB PROBLEM***** 
PAGE 
-5-
.,,. 
w 
BETTY JO HICl<S-' GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 07/20/78 PAGE 16 
CROSSTABULATION OF REC,ION BY SEX GROUPING -5-
FILE BJH {CREATION DATE = 07/20/78) 
* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • C R 0 s s T A B u L A T I 0 N 0 F • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • REGION BY SEX 
• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • * • • * • • • * • • PAGE 1 OF 3 
SEX 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT IMALES FEMALES ROW 
COL PCT I TOTAL 
TOT PCT I I I 2. I 
REGION 1--------1--------I 
1. I 0 I I I 1 
PURCHASE I 0. 0 I 100.0 I o. 5 
I 0. 0 I 0. 8 I 
I 0. 0 I 0 s I 
-1--------1- I 
2. I 0 I 1 I 1 
PENNYRILE I 0. 0 I. 100. 0 I o. 5 
I 0. 0 I - o. s I 
I 0. 0 I 0. 5 I 
-I I I 
4. I I I 1 I 2 
BARREN RIVER I 50. 0 I 50. 0 I I. 0 
I 1. 2 I 0.8 I 
I 0. 5 I o. 5 I 
-I I I 
5. I 1 I 3 I 4 
LINCOLN TRAIL I 25. 0 I 75. 0 I 2. 0 
I 1. 2 I 2. 5 I 
I 0. 5 1. 5 I 
-r--------I I 
b. I 7 I 13 I 20 
KIPDA I 35. 0 I 65. O I 9.8 
I 8. 1 I 11. 0 I 
I 3. 4 I 6. 4 I 
-I--------1 -I 
7. I 1 I 4 I s 
LAl.;.'E CUMBERLAND I 20. 0 I so. 0 I 2. 5 
I 1. 2 I 3. 4 I 
I ·o. s I 2. 0 I 
-r------~-1 I 
8 I 7 I 12 ·, 19 
EiLUEGRA'::S I 36. 8 I 63. 2 I 9. 3 
I 8. I I 10. 2 I 
I 3. 4 I s. 9 I 
-I--------1--------I 
COLUMN 86 118 204 
T(1TAL 42 2 57. 8 100, 0 
, C•)NT I NUED) 
J. 
BE. IT( .J(I HICl<S·· 
CRos:;:TAE:ULAT ION 
FILE B,.IH 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
0F REGION BY SEX GROUPING 
(CREATION DATE = 07/20/78) 
RESEARCH 
-5-
~ * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * REGION 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N 
BY SEX 
SEX 
COUNT 1 
ROW F'CT lMALES FEMALES. ROW 
COL PCT 1 TOTAL 
TOT PCT 1 I. 1 2. 1 
REGION 1--------1--------1 
9. 1 4 I 4 8 
NORTHERN KENTuc,~ I 50. 0 I 50. 0 ,. 9 
1 4. 7 I 3. 4 
I 2. 0 1 2. 0 I 
-1 1 I 
10. 1 2 I 2 1 4 
CUMBERLAND VALLE 1 50. 0 I 50. 0 I 2. 0 
I 2. 3 1 1. 7 I 
I 1.0 1 1, 0 I 
-1--------1 I 
11. I 4 I 13 I 17 
KENTUCKY RIVER I 23. 5 I 76. 5 I 8. 3 
I 4. 7 I 11. 0 I 
I 2. 0 I 6. 4 I 
-I I I 
12. I 19 I 13 I 32 
GATEWAY I 59. 4 I 40. 6 I 15. 7 
I 22. 1 I 11. 0 I 
I 9. 3 I 6. 4 I 
-I I I 
13. I 6 I 16 I 22 
BUFFALO TRACE I 27. 3 I 72. 7 I 10. El 
I 7. 0 I 13.6 I 
I 2. 9 I 7. 8 I 
-I 1 I 
14. 1 6 1 14 I 20 
BIC, SANDY I 30. 0 I 70. O I 9. 8 
I 7. 0 I 11. 9 I 
I 2. 9 I 6. 9 I 
-I--------I I 
15. I 26 I 21 I 47 
FIYCO I 55. 3 I 44. 7 I 23. 0 
I 30. 2 I 17. $ 1 
I 12. 7 I 10 3 I 
-1--------I -I 
COLUMN So 118 204 
TOTAL 42. 2 57. 6: 100. 0 
c CONT JNUED l 
07/20/78 PAGE 
0 F 
17 
.,. 
01 
I;iETTY ,.JO HICKS,. 
CF.'OS:STABULATION 
Fl LE BJH 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
OF REGION BY SEX GROUPING 
<CREATION DATE = 07/20/78> 
RESEARCH 
-5-
* w ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
r,EGION 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N 
BY SEX 
SEX 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT IHALES FEMALES ROW 
COL PCT I TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1. I 2 I 
REGION I I--------I 
16. I 2 I 0 I 2 
H. S. EQUIV. I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 1. 0 
I 2 3 I o. 0 
I 1. (I I 0 I) I 
-I--------I- I 
COLUMN 86 118 204 
TOTAL 42, 2 57. 8 100. 0 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS 
07/20/78 PAGE 18 
0 F 
i 
'i 
i 
DETTY .JO HICKS· GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
CROSSTABULATION OF REGION BY SEX GROUPING -s-
C.F'U Tl ME REQUIRED. 0. 23 SECOND:E, 
TASK NAME 
CROSSTABS 
CROSSTABULATIONS OF REC.ION BY SEX/STATIS GROUPING 
TABLES=REGION BY VAR1 
()7/20.178 
•**11-* iJlVEN WORKSPACE ALLOWS FOR 4374 CELLS ANO 2 DIMENSIONS FOR CROSSTAB PROBi...EM *•Hu 
19 
-6-
... 
..., 
BETTY ,JO HICKS" GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
CROSS1HBULATIONS OF REGION BY SEX/STATIS GROLIPING 
FILE BJH <CREATION DATE = 07/20/79) 
-6-
* * * * * * ¼ * ~ * * * 4 4 4 * 4 4 
REGION 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N 
BY VARl 
VARl 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT !NATIVE M NATIVE F MALE TRA FEMALE T ROW 
COL PCT IALES EMALE NSFERS RANSFERS TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1. I 2. 1 a. I 4. I 
REGION I--------I--------I--------1--------I 
1. I 0 I I I 0 I 0 I 1 
PURCHASE I 0. 0 I 100. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 5 
I o. 0 I 1.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
I 0. 0 I 0. 5 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 
-I--------1--------I I I 
2 I 0 I I I 0 I 0 I 
FENNYRILE I o. 0 I 100. 0 I o. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 5 
I 0. 0 I 1.0 I 0. 0 I 0 0 I 
I o. 0 I 0. 5 I 0.0 I o. 0 I 
-1--------I I I I 
4. I I I I I 0 I 0 I 2 
BARREN RIVER I 50. 0 I 50. 0 I 0. 0 I o. 0 I 1.0 
I I 4 I 1.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
I 0. 5 I 0. 5 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
-1--------I I I I 
5. I I I 3 I 0 I 0 I 4 
LINCOLN TRAIL 1 25. 0 I . 75. 0 I 0. 0 I o. 0 I 2. 0 
I I. 4 I 2.9 I o. 0 I 0. 0 I 
1 0 5 1 I 5 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 1 
-1--------1--------1--------1 I 
6. I 7 I 13 I 0 I 0 I 20 
..:.:IPDA I 35 0 I 65.,0 I o. 0 I 0 . 0 I 9. 8 
l 9. 7 I 12. 7 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 
I 3. 4 I 6. 4 I o. 0 1 o. 0 I 
-1--------1 I I 1 
7. I 0 I 3 I 1 I 1 I 5 
LAKE CUMBERLAND I o. 0 I 60. 0 I -20 .. Q I 20. 0 I 2. 5 
I 0. 0 I 2. 9 I 7. 1 I 6. 3 I 
I 0. 0 I I. 5 I 0. 5 I 0. 5 I 
-I--------I- j I I 
8 I 7 I 12 I 0 I 0 I 19 
[-:LUEGRASS I ::::o. s I 63. 2 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I ~ 3 
I ,;,, 7 I 11. 8 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
1 3. 4 1 5. 9 I 0. 0 I 0 0 I 
-1--------1 I -I--------I 
COLUMN n 102 14 16 204 
TOTAL 35. 3 50. 0 6 9 7. 8 100. 0 
<CONTrnUED> 
07/20/78 PAOE 
O F 
20 
... 
00 
BETfV -JO HICKS' GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
ci;,:is:-:TABULATIONS OF REGION BY SEX/STATIS GROUPING 
FlLE BJH (CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
-b-
* ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * REGION C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N BY VAR1 
VAR1 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT I NATIVE M NATIVE F MALE TRA FEMALE T ROW 
COL PCT IALES EMALE NSFERS · RAN3FERS TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1. I 2. I 3. I 4. I 
REGION 
--------1--------1--------1--------I I 
9. I 4 I 4 I 0 I 0 I 8 
NORTHERN KENTUCK I 50. 0 I 50. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 3. 9 
I 5. 6 I 3. 9 I o. 0 I 0. 0 I 
I 2. (I I 2 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
-1--------1 I I--------I 
10. I 
" 
I 2 I 0 I 0 I 4 
CUMBERLAND VALLE I 50. 0 I 50. 0 I o. 0 I ·o. o I 2. 0 
I 2. 8 I 2. 0 I 0. 0 I -o. 0 I 
I 1.0 I 1. 0 I V. 0 l 0. 0 I 
-I I I I I 
11. I 3 I 9 I I 4 I 17 
KENTUCKY RIVER I 1i. 6 I 52. 9 I 5. 9 ~-1 23. S I 8. 3 
I 4. 2 I 8. 8 I 7. 1 I. 25. .o . I 
I 1. 5 I ·4. 4 I o. 5 I 2. 0 I 
-I--------1 1--------I I 
12 I 19 I 13 I 0 I 0 I 32 
Gi:tTEWAY I 5$'' . .:. I 40. 6 I 0. 0 I 0 0 I 15-7 
I 26. 4 I 12. 7 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
I 9. 8 I 6. 4 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 
-1--------1--------1 I I 
13. I 4 I 12 I 2 I 4 I 22 
BUFFALO TRACE I 18. 2 I 54. 5 I 9. 1 I 18. 2 I 10.8 
I 5.6 I 11. 8 I 14. 3 I 25. 0 I 
I 2. 0 I 5. 9 I 1..0 I 2. 0 I 
- !-·------- I I l _, 
14. I 5 I 11 I 1 I 3 I 20 
BIG SANDY I 2s.·o I 55. 0 I 5.0 I 15. 0 1 9. 8 
I 6. 9 I 10. 8 I 7. I I 18. 8 I 
I 2. 5 I 5. 4 I 0. 5 I I. 5 I 
-I I I I I 
15. I 17 I 17 I 9 I 4 I 47 
FIVCO I 36. ~ I 36. 2 I 19. 1 I 8. 5 I 28. 0 
I 23. b I lb. 7 I 64. 3 I 25. 0 I 
I 8 3 I 8. 3 1·4.41 2..91 
-l ,~ 1--------1--------1 
COLUMN 72 102 14 16 204 
TOTAL ·-.35. 3 . 50. 0 6. 9 7: €: 100, 0 
CCONTINUED) 
07/20/78 PAGE 21 
O F 
Bl:TTr' ,JO HlCKS-' GRADUATE ACADEMlC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
CROSSTABIJLATIONS OF REGION BY SEX/STATIS GROUPlNG 
FILE BJH <CREATION DATE = 07/20/78) 
-6-
REGION 
C R O S S T A B U L A T l O N 
BY VARl 
VAR1 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT INATIVE M NATIVE F MALE TRA FEMALE T ROW 
COL PCT IALES EMALE NSFERS RANSFERS TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1. I :2. I 3. I 4. I 
REC,j CJN 
--------I I I I I 
16. I 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 2 
H. 5. EQUIV. I 100. ,; I o. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 1.0 
I 2. 8 I 0 0 I 0. 0 I o. 0 I 
I 1.0 I 0. 0 I 0 0 I 0. ,, I 
-I I 1--------1 I 
COLUMN 72 102 14 16 204 
TOTAL 35. 3 50. 0 6. 9 7. 8 1 (10. (1 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS 
07/20/78 F'AGE 
0 F 
22 
Ul 
0 
I::i:.'T rY .JO HICl<S ✓ GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
(:R0:3STABULATIONS OF REGION BY SEX/STATIS GROUPING 
1_PLI TIME fi'EGIUIRED .• 0. 28 SECONDS 
07121)/78 
-6-
TASK NAME 
ANOVA 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE GPA CRTHRS BY REGION,SEX/STATIS GROUPS 
GPA,CRTHRS BY REGIONCl, 16) VAR1Cl.4l 
' AIJOVA ·· PROBLEM REQUIRES 28 J 44 BYTES OF SPACE. 
PAGE 
-7-
lJ1 
I-' 
BE1TY JO HICl(S' GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
ANAL'r'SIS OF VARIANCE GPA CRTHRS BY REGION, SEX/STAT IS GROUPS 
FILE BJH (CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
• • • • • • • • • • A N A L y s I s o F V A R I A N C E GPA GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION 
BY REGION 
VAR! 
• • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SUM OF 
-7-
• • • 
• • • 
MEAN 
::ouRCE OF VARIATION SQUARES OF SQUARE 
MAIN EFFECTS 4. 433 17 Ci. 261 
REGION 3. 336 14 0. 238 
VAR1 0. 956 3 o, 319 
Z-WAY INTERACTIONS 3. 015 18 0. 168 
REGION VAR1 3. 015 18 0. 168 
EXPLAINED 7. 449 35 0 213 
RESIDUAL 32. 038 168 0. 191 
TOiAL 39. 486 203 o. 195 
205 CASES WERE PROCESSED. 
I CASES < 0, 5 PCT> WERE MISSING. 
• • • • 
• • • • 
F 
1. 368 
l. 249 
1. 671 
0. 878 
0. 878 
1. 116 
* • • 
• • • 
SIGN IF 
OF F 
0. 158 
0. 244 
0. 175 
0. 605 
0. 605 
o. 316 
07/20/78 PAGE 24 
u, 
N 
BETTY ,JO HICKS. GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
AI-JALYSIS OF VARIANCE GPA CRTHRS BY REGION, SEXfSTATIS GROUPS 
FILE BJH <CREATIOtJ DATE "' 07l2CV78l 
-7-
* * * * ♦ * * * * * A N A L Y S I S O F V A R I A N C E • * * * * * * * * * 
CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION 
BY REGION 
VAR1 
* ~ * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * 
SUH OF MEAN SIG/HF 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARE$ DF SQUARE F OF F 
MAIN EFFECTS 1$01. 319 17 105. 960 8. 745 o. 000 
REGION 514. 700 14 36. 764 1. 299 o. 212 
VAR1 1232. 686 3 410. 895 14. 5.21 0. 000 
2-WAY INTERACTIONS 489. 579 18 27. 1 '99 0. 961 0. 507 
REGION V~Rl 489. 579 18 27: 199 0. 961 0. 507 
E~PLMNED 2290. ~02 35 65 454 2. 313 o. 000 
RE.SI DUAL 4753. 863 168 28. 297 
TOTAL 7044. 766 203 34. 703 
205 CASES WERE PROCESSED. 
I CASES ( 0. 5 PCT) WERE MISSING. 
07/20/78 PAGE 
Ul 
w 
BETTY ,JO HICf:S,. GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
,-"",NALYSIS OF VARIANCE GPA CRTHRS BY REGION, SEX.iSTATIS GROUPS -7-
CPU f IME F..EOUif..ED. 0. bb SECONDS 
TASK NAME 
T-TE5T 
***** T-TEST PROBLEM REG!UIRES 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR STATIS GROUPING 
GROUPS1:1STATIS /VARIABLES=GPA,CRTHRS 
64 BYTES OF WORKSPACE . -11--:1--11--11-
07./20/78 PAGE 
-8-
8E.rTY JO HICf.'.S' GRAD!JATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-·fEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR STATIS GROUPING 
Fl LE 8,JH (CREATION DATE = 07 /20/78) 
-s-
07/20/78 PAGE 27 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Gf-:OUP 1 - STATIS 
GE;UUP 2 - STATIS 
EQ 
EO 
1. 
2. 
* POOLED YARlANCE ESTIMATE * SEPARr!TE VARIANCE ESTIMHlE 
• • • 
V.:,RIABLE NUMBER 
OF CASES 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
STANDARD * F 2-TAIL tt T DE(,REES OF 2-TAIL * T (IEGREES OF 2-TAIL 
MEAN 
-----------------------------------------
GPA GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 1 175 3. 1205 0. 423 
GROUP 2 30 3. 2147 0. 531 
CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 175 131. 5771 4. 462 
UROUP 2 30 137. 2667 9. 752 
·----------------
ERROR • VALUE PROB. * VALLIE FREEDOM PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM F'ROB 
o. 032 
o. o·n 
0. 337 
1. 780 
-----------------
• • 
• • 
• 1. 57 0. 081 • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 4. 78 0. 000 • 
• • 
• • 
-1. 08 
-5. 20 
203 
• 
• 
!) 280 + -,) .... ., 
• 
-------------------------------
203 
• 
• 
0. 000 * -3 14 
• 
• 
31. 11 (l. 004 
------------------------------------------------
lJl 
lJl 
E:£TTY .JO HICl<S,. GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR STATIS GROUPING -8-
0. 10 SECONDS 
TAS.K' t~AME 
T-TEST 
~***• T-TEST PROBLEM REQUIRES 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR SEX GROUPING 
GROUPS:a.SEX .IVARIABLE5=GPA,CRTHRS 
64 BYTES OF WORKSPACE***** 
07/20/78 PAGE 28 
l1l 
"' 
[:E1T'I' ,JO HICKS,. GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
1-TE.ST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR SEX GROUPING 
~ILE [~JH (CREATION [IATE = 07/20/78) 
07/20/7S PAGE 29 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C,ROUP - SEX 
GROUF· 2 - SEX 
VARIABLE 
EO 
EQ 
NUMBER 
OF CASES 
1. 
2. 
MEAN 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
-----------------------------------
GPA GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 1 87 3. 1804 0. 463 
GROUP 2 118 3. 1371 0. 425 
CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 87 131. 6667 4. 408 
GROUP 2 118 132. 9576 (;,, 728 
* POOLED VARif!NC.E ESTIMATE * SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMATE 
• • • 
STANDARD * F 2-TAIL * T DEGREES OF 2-TA1L * T DEGREES OF ~-TAIL 
ERROR * VALUE PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. * VALUE FHEEDOM PROB. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
0. 050 
0. 039 
0 473 
o. 61? 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 1. 19 o. 387 * -0 11 
• 
• 
:208 
• 
• 
,) 915 * -(', 10 
• 
• 
171::,, 07 
------------------------------------------------------
• 
• 
2. 33 0. 000 * -1. 56 
• 
• 
20-3 
• 
• 
0 120 * -1. l,6 
• 
• 
200. 46 0 099 
----------------·---------·----- --------------------------------------------------------
U1 
...., 
DETTY ,JO HICKS~ GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST OF GFA AND CRTHRS FOR SEX GROUPING -9-
07/20178 
CPU Tli'lE REGUiRED .. C• ,:,,;, SECONDS 
TASf~ NAME 
•SELECT IF 
T-TEST 
11--.,i,HHi T-TEST F'ROBLEM REQUIRES 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR NATIVE AND TRANSFER MALES 
lSEX EQ 1) 
GROUPS:::iSTATIS /VARIABLEScGPA, CRTHRS 
b4 BYTES OF WORl::'.SPACE **4-IHt 
PAGE 
-10-
30 
01 
00 
8ETTV JO HICt::S· GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR NATIVE AND TRANSFER MALES 
FILE BJH (CREATION DATE= 07120/78) 
-10-
07/2.(J/78 PAGE 31 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GROUP 1 - STATIS 
GROUP 2 - :?;TATIS 
EQ 
EQ 
I. 
2. 
* POOLED VARIANCE ESTIMATE * SEF'ARATE VARIANCE ESl IMATE 
• • • 
VARIABLE NUMBER STANDARD STANDARD * F 2-TAIL * T DEGREES OF 2-TAIL * T DEGREES OF 2-TAIL 
OF CASES MEAN DEVIATION ERROR ..., VALUE PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. * VALUE fr;EEDOM PROB. 
-------------------------------·---
------------
GPA GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION • • • 
GROUP 73 3. 0834 0. 426 0, 050 • • • 
• 1. 84 0. 105 • -2. 21 85 o. 030 • -1 80 15. 82 
,)_ 091 
GROUP 2 14 3 3757 o. 578 0. 155 • • • 
• • • 
------------
------------------CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION • • • 
0. 482 • • • 
• 1. 89 0. 092 • -1. 37 85 0. 173 • -1. 11 15. 75 
GROUP 1 73 1:.':<1. 3836 4. 115 0. 284 
GROUF' 2 14 133. 1429 5. 655 1. 511 • • • 
• • • 
-----------
--------------------·----------------------
----------------
Ul 
"' 
BETTY .JO HICKS" GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T··TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR NATIVE AND TRANSFER MALES 
rRAf6PACE REG.!UlRED. Jt)(I BYTES 
1 TRANSFORMATIONS 
O RECODE VALUES+ LAG VARIABLES 
3 IF/COMPUTE OPERATIONS 
CFU TIME REQUifiED. 0. 09 SECONDS 
(17 /20/78 
-10-
TASt< NAME 
*SELECT IF 
T-TEST 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR NATIVE AND TRANSFER FEMALES 
ISEX EQ 2) 
GROIJPS=STATIS /VARIABLES=GPA,CRTHRS 
***-ll* T-TEST PROBLEM F:EQUTRES 64 BYTES OF WORKSPACE***** 
PAGE 
-11-
.;:2 
"' a 
! 
I 
' I
I 
r 
I 
BETT'i JO HICKS,. GRADUATE ACADEHIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR NATIVE AND TRANSFER FEHALES 
FILE B~~ (CREATION DATE~ 07/20/78> 
-11-
07/20/78 F'AGE 33 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E 8 T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GROUP - $TATIS 
(,fiOiJP 2 - STATIS 
VAF,, I ABLE 
EQ 
EQ 
NUMBER 
OF CASES 
!. 
2. 
HEAN 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION. 
-·---------------------------------
GF"A ORADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 1 102 3. 1470 0. 421 
GROUP 2 16 3, 0737 0. 458 
* POOLED VHRlANGE E'::TIMATE * SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMATE 
• • • STANDARD * F 2-TAIL * T DEGf,,'EES OF 2-TAIL • T DEGREES OF 2-TAIL 
ERROR * VALUE PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
• • • o. 042 • • • 
• !. 18 0 594 • 0. 64 116 0. 523 • (,. 60 19. 19 0 554 
o. 114 • • • 
• • • 
-------------------------------------- ------------
---------------
CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION • • • 
GROUP 102 131. 7157 '4. 710 0. 466 • • • 
• 5. 70 0. 000 • -5. 70 11 C, o. 000 • -3. 21 15. 84 0 005 
tJROUP 2 16 140. 8750 11. 242 ~- 811 • • • 
• • • 
-----------------------------·--- ----------
BETT'l' ,.JC• HJCf~S·' GRADUATE ACADEMIC F'ERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-rE:::,T OF GPA AND CRTHRS FOR NATIVE AND TRANSFER FEMALES 
H~ANSFACE h'EQUIREI). . 1(10 BYTES 
1 TRANSFORMATIONS 
0 RECODE VALUES+ LAG VARIABLES 
:3 IF/COMPUTE OF'ERATIONS 
CPU TIME REQUIRED. 0. 11 SECONDS 
07/2(1178 
-11-
TASK NAME 
T-TEST 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE MALE AN[• NATIVE FEMALE 
GROUPS=VARl(l,2)/VARIABLES=GPA,CRTHRS 
****-;t T-TEST PROBLEM REQUIRES 64 BYTES OF WORKSPACE iHHl·H· 
PAGE 
-12-
"' 
"' 
E;E' TTY ,JO HICKS" GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE MALE AND NATIVE FEMALE -12-
07/20.178 PAIJE 35 
FILE 13,JH (CREATION DATE = 07/20/78) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(,ROUP 1 - VARl 
C,ROI IP 2 - VAR 1 
EQ 
EQ 
NUMBER 
OF CASES 
l. 
2. 
MEAN 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
• POOLED VARIANCE ESTIMATE ~, SEFARATE VARIANCE E'.:,TIMATE 
• • • STANDARD • F 2-TAIL • T DEC.REES OF 2-TAIL 11 T OEGREES OF ::>-TAIL 
ERROR • VALUE PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. 
----------------------·-------- -----------------
----------------------------------------
c;PA GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 1 73 3. 0834 0. 426 
GROUP 2 102 3. 1470 0. 421 
---------
CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 73 131. 3836 4. 115 
CiROUF" 2 102 131. 7157 4. 710 
0. 050 
0. 042 
0. 482 
o. 466 
• • 
• • 
• 1. 03 o. 900 • 
• * 
• • 
-o. 98 173 
• 
• 
0. 328 • -0. 98 
• 
• 
154 08 
--------------------------------
• • • 
• * • 
• 1. 31 o. 226 • -0. 48 173 0. 629 • -C.,. 50 166. 17 
0. c21 
• • • 
• • * 
-------·--------------------------------
BE'ITY JO HICl(S" GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE MALE AND NATIVE FEMALE -12-
07/20/78 
C.F'U TIME REQUIRED . 0. 10 SEC.ONDS 
TASf{ NAME 
T-TEST 
*+*"'-'* T-TEST PROBLEM REQUIRES 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS TRANS. MALE AND TRANS. FEMALE 
GROUPS=VAR1(3, 4)/VARIABLES=GPA,CRTHRS 
64 BYTES OF WORKSPACE -If**** 
36 
BETTY .JO HICKS..- GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS TRANS. MALE AND TRANS. FEMALE 
FILE B.JH <CREATION DATE= 07/20/781 
-13-
07/20/78 F·AGE 37 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GROUP 1 - VARl EQ 3. 
GROUP 2 - VAR1 EQ 4. 
~ POOLED VARIANCE ESTIMATE * SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMATE 
• • • 
VARJABLE NUMBER STANDARD STANDARD • F 2-TAIL • T DEGREES OF 2-TAIL * T DEGREES (rF 2-TAIL OF CASES MEAN DEVIATION ERROR • VALUE PROB. • VALUE FREEDOM PROB. • VALUE FREEDOM PROB 
-··----------------- ----·-------------------------·---- --------------------------------------·------
GPA GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION • • • C,ROUP 1 14 3. 3757 0. 578 0. 155 • • • 
• L 60 o. 384 • 1. 60 28 0. 122 • 1. 57 24. 7:.! C•ROUP 2 16 3. 0737 0. 458 0. 114 • • • 
• • • 
--------------------------------
CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION • • • 
GROUP 14 133. 1429 5. 655 1. 511 • • • 
• 3. 95 0. 017 • -2. 33 28 0. 028 • -2 . 42 22. 74 GROUP 2 16 140. 8750 11. 242 2. 811 • • • 
• • • 
-------·-----------------
-------
--------------------------·----
"' U1
I 
'I 
I 
' I 
I 
)'.::ETTY JO HICKS' GRADUATE ACAOEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS TRANS. MALE AND TRAN£ FEMALE -13-
07/20.178 
ryu 1 IME REl"..!UIRED .. 0. 09 SECONDS 
TASK NAME 
T-TEST 
-<l'-1>·lHt-1t T-TEST PROBLEM REQUIRES 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE FEMALES AND TRANS. MALES 
GROUfS=VARI (2, 3)/VARIABLES=UF'A, CRTHRS 
64 BYTES OF WORl~SPACE *•*·H 
F'AGE 
-14-
O"\ 
O"\ 
BE TTY JO HICI$" GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T - TEST GPA AND CRTHRS NATI VE FEMALES AND TRANS. MALES 
FILE BJH (CREATION DATE= 07/20/78) 
-14-
07/2(1/78 FAGE 39 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GROUP - VAR1 
(,ROUP 2: - VAR1 
EQ 
EO 
2. 
3. 
* POOLED VARIANCE ESTIMATE * ·SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMATE 
• • • 
VAhIABLE NUMBER 
OF CASES 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
STANDARD * F 2-TAIL * T DEGREES OF :=!-TAIL * T DEGREES-, OF 2-TAIL 
ERROR * VALUE PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB * VALUE FREEDOM PROB. MEAN 
----------------------GRADE PT. AVERAGE AT GRADUATION 
CiROUP 1 102 3. 1470 0. 421 
GROUP 2 14 3. 3757 0. 578 
----------------
1:.RTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 102 131. 7157 4. 710 
GROUP 2 14 133. 1429 5. 655 
----------------------
0. 042 
0. 155 
• 
* 
• 
• 
* 
-------------------------------
• 
• 
1. 89 0. 080 * -1. $2 
• 
• 
114 
• 
• 
0. 072 "fl' -1. 43 
• 
• 
14 95 0 174 
----------------------------------------------- -------------------------
1. 511 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
1. 44 0 307 • -1. 04 
• 
• 
114 
• 
• 
0 302 * -0. 90 
• 
• 
15. 58 
------------------------------------------
O'\ 
___, 
BETTY .JO HICKS" GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
r-TESi GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE FEMALES AND TRANS. MALES -14-
07/20/78 
CPU TI ME REQUIRED. 0. 09 SECONDS 
TASK NAME 
r-TEST 
***** T-TEf,T PROBLEM REQUIRES 
T-TEST GPA ANO CRTHRS NATIVE MALES AND TRANS FEMALES 
OROUPS=VAR1(1,4)/VARIABLEScGPA,CRTHRS 
64 BYTES OF WORKSPACE***** 
PAGE 
-15-
40 
"' co
BETTY' ,_tO HICKS~ GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 
T-TESi GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE MALES AND TRANS. FEMALES -15-
07/'2.0/78 PAGE 41 
FILE BJH (CREATION DATE= 0112on8l 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - T E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GR1JUP 1 - VAR1 EQ I. 
Gt;OUP 2 - VAR1 EQ 4. 
-ct POOLED VARIANCE ESTIMATE * SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMHTE 
• • • VARIABLE NUMBER STANDARD STANDARD * F 2-TAIL * T DEGREES OF ~-TAIL* T DEGREES OF .2-TAIL 
OF CASES MEAN DEVIATION ERROR * VALUE PROB. * VALUE FREEDOM PROB * VALUE FREEDOM PROE, 
--------- ----------------- --------------------------- ---- -------------------------GF'A GRADE PT. AVERAGE 
GROUP I 73 
GROUP 2 16 
AT GRADUATION 
3. 0834 0. 
3. 0737 0. 
42b 
458 
0 .. 050 
0. 114 
• 
• 
1.15 0.654 * 
• 
• 
o. !)8 
-------------------------------------------· CRTHRS TOTAL CREDIT HOURS AT GRADUATION 
GROUP 73 131. 3836 4. 115 
GROUP 2 16 140. 8750 11. 242 
o. 482 
2. SU 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
7. 46 0. 000 * -5 75 
• 
• 
37 
• 
• 
• 
• 
0 (18 ·u.os 0 93? 
------ --------------------------------
87 
• 
• 
o. 000 • -3. $3 
• 
• 
15. 89 
-------------------------
BETTY JO HICKS-' GRADUATE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE fiESEARCH 
T-TEST GPA AND CRTHRS NATIVE MALES AND TRANS. FEMALES 
CPU TIME REQUIRED. 0. 10 SECONDS 
FINISH 
NORMAL END OF JOB. 
C-2 CONTROL CARDS WERE PROCESSED. 
0 ERRORS WERE DETECTED. 
07/"20178 F-'AGE 
-15-
42 
-.I 
0 
Tl 
(REGIONAL) 
AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS 
• 
D1qrict l>uund.-ir, l)p,tr1t I h1·,1dquarll•r-. 
n- .- 1:. !,~ •~ .1·, 
=~----·-·::F""~~ 
.<: : ,<~ ~(• ~,;L(\t,1'["(1-~ 
Louis,·ill 
• 
KIPDA 
#6 
Lexington 
• 
BLUEGRASS 
#8 
• OwingsYille 
GATEWAY 
1 
LINCOLN TRAIL 
Mayfield 
• 
PURCHASE 
#1 
PENNYRILE 
#2 
• Hopkinsville 
#1~ Kentucky High School Equivalency 
#5 
• Bowling Green 
BARREN RIVER 
#4 
• Jamestown 
LAKE CUMBERLAND 
#7 
London 
• 
CUMBERLAND 
#10 
FIVCO 
#15 
Catlettsburg 
• 
• Prestonsburg 
BIG SANDY 
#14 
-.J 
"' 
AREA DE\'ELOPMENT DISTRICTS 
u .. 
<i'!IIN).;YRILE 
# 2 
• 
-, 
~ 
B\,l'.EGRASS 
LINCOU, TRAIL 
#5 U■ul ..... .., 
..... 
ADM. •uLUlll 
•-Jamestown 
........ #8 
U11U 
~j,;Tl'CKY Rl\'E'R JI. ...,·,.-; 
1tll "•'I Huard 
Londow~, 
uAu LUI.If 
M•YMW" ~~kinsv11'1't... LAKE CUMBERLAND G~~ .. 1000 BARREN RIVER .L,..., # 7 -"" t:MBERLAS ' 
•«•'f'l'.RCHASE ,..-.,_ ______ ..,j~--------=-·_#_4 ____ ·_~--CL----------.. -· ~-'-'.' _#_1_0_~ #l c•no••" "I 
#16 Kentucky High School Equivalency 
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